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INTRODUCTION

Two years ago, Union Carbide's Canadian Exploration Department, initiated 
a modest nickel search. One of several areas examined was Manitoulin 
Island. Its choice came from consideration of the following:

1. International Nickel, and other companies, have such 
a head start in the search for nickel, that a conven 
tional approach would probably be a waste of time and 
effort.

2. Any 'old timer' will ^,ell you that the best place 
to look for a new mine is near an old producer, 
i.e. Sudbury.

3. Nickel deposits are considered to be linked with
geological province boundaries, and such a boundary, 
the Grenville Front, passes somewhere close to both 
Sudbury and Manitoulin though covered by Paleozoics 
for the most part.

k. In the area west of the Sudbury Basin, two basic 
intrusive complexes ve re known: (see Fig. l)

(a) The Monr.owin Township Pluto ; is a small
^ mile long intrusive composed of olivine 
amphibolite, quartz diorite, and other 
basic rocks. It had been investigated by 
Falconbridge prior to 1939. It is mineral 
ized with nickel-copper sulphide and magne 
tite, but as yet no ore has been mined.

(b) The Croker Island Complex is about 6-j? miles 
in diameter, most of it water-covered. The 
outermost rocks are granitic and syenitic 
with narrow gabbroic layers. The core is of 
intermediate and mafic comoosition.
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These intrusives both have w-fjoetic expressions, as does 
the Sudbury Complex, and it was dy ri n/;--,.the process of 
studying the apparent linearity of their locations, . . 
together, with., regional magnetics, that,the Bayfield V : ^ : ; ; S^S^ 
Sound naftrieticlanomaly on tonitoulin Islahd'wan firstV; '-' ; - -'v^'^^%'
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It vas intriguin^ly jtvious that the anomaly closely reserbl^d tfe magnetic 
pattern covering the Sudbury Pa?in. This pattern vas not as intp^se on 
Manitoulin Island as at "udbury, but since the IsDand va.c known to have a 
deep cover of Paleozoic rocks, this was not surprising. It has aoparently 
escaped attention because it happens to centre on the co:r,n;on boundary of 
four magnetic maps and becomes apparent only when the sheets are fitted 
together.

Recently an occurrence of Sudbury Breccia has been found near Whitefish 
Falls. This breccia is characteristic to the Sudbury Complex. It consists 
of rounded and recemented rock fragments which were ruptured as pas exploded 
through to the surface from depth. It surrounds and cuts the Sudbury Complex 
and has also been reported to exiot in the Blind Piver Area. Until 1968, it 
vas not known to have occurred in this southerly direction. What connection 
it may or may not have with ore processes is not known, but likely it is 
linked with the major structural features connected with Sudbury.

A-series of magnetic cross sections drawn ov~r Sudbury and Manitoulin areas 
confirmed their essential similarity, in that one was, and the other could 
be, due to inward dipping layered rocks.

The location of the Manitoulin anomaly is also important with respect to the 
Sudbury Basin. Both are within a few miles of the Grenville Front, and both 
are within the unaltered Precambrian area. Also between the two areas, which 
are only some 75 miles apart, are the aligned smaller intrusive complexes, 
mentioned above.

Since initial attempts to acquire title to land to test out this idea, were 
unsuccessful, mainly because absurdly high dov;n payments for options were 
demanded, a Special Licence was applied for from the Ontario Government to 
cover a portion of the anomaly lying under Lnke Huron.

Two vertical diamond drill holes were put through the ice 9^0 feet apart, 
on the same cross-section of the magnetic rim. They intersected Precambrian 
rock (as predicted by geophysics) at 1,000 feet. It has been established 
that layered granitic and intermediate (syeno-diorite) rocks underlie the 
complex, and that the latter dips inward at about 'i5O } (as predicted by 
geophysics). No ultrabasic rocks were cut in the section and no nickel 
occurred with the minor pyrite present. Rocks of the tv;o holes, although 
only 900 feet apart, are vastly different and represent chiefly granitic 
phases. It has not been established whether a noritic or basic phase exists 
in the Manitoulin Complex, but only that the magnetic ring is caused by 
highly magnetic porphyritic granite bounded externally by fine-grained 
granite. The outer contact of the complex has not been intersected, nor 
has the material inside the magnetic ring been determined.
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PROGRAM
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Since the recognition of the anomaly, the following work has 
been done :-

(a) a geochemical survey of bog areas on the 
Island ;

(b) a comparison study of the geophysical
(magnetometer) patterns over Sudbury and 
Manitoulin, done by an expert geophysicist;

(c) attempted land acquisition;

(d) acquisition of a Special Licence from the 
Ontario Department of Mines;

(e) ground geophysical (I.P.) tests and minor 
magnetic detail work;

(f) **,515 feet of diamond drilling in two holes 
spaced 900 feet apart;

(g) limited petrographic studies;

(a) GEOCHEMICAI, SURVEY

In 1968 a series of some 70 samples were taken from lake and bo^ bottoms
in an attempt to jample material in contact with circulating ground water.
The results showed veo anomalously high mercury values ( a trace element
which in anomalous quantities could indicate the presence of sulphide :
deposits). The Bruce Peninsula to the south, is known to have high mercury
association with its zinc deposits, but its highest known values are less
than half the better Manitoulin readings. There were a number of anomalous ' ,:
nickel results also. These at the time, were, still are, considered to be .x
glacial 'smear' from other nickel occurrences. Y

A rock sample sent for geochemical testing because of a slight bluish tint, - 
disclosed an amount of copper normal for sedimentary rock, highly anomalous nickel, 
lead a..d zinc but low iron values. This is probably indicative of Paleozoic , i' 
mineralization, not of Basement mineralization. Limited weight was given , ;,-~, 
these findings because it v;us conceded that 1,000 feet of Paleozoic cover ' "'••^-. 
exists. However it must be noted that anomalous mercury values (intensities v-4 
not known), also occur within tbo Sudbury Basin but not outside it. v-|\
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During the drilling, a saline aquifer vas pierced at the Basement/Paleozoic J'v:| 
contact. A sample of this water asoayou 3 PP^ Cu, 3 P?n Zn,. 7 ppm Pb, and :///^;^J; 
7 ppm Hi. A gt'oehenist who is considered an authority on heavy, metal con- I-i^v^M"
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orders of magnitude greater than normal and are only found in waters 
draining over an ore face. He expects such a sample could have derived 
only from a similar circumstance.

(b) GEOPHYSICAL COMPARISON

Aside from the obvious similarity which lead to the requested study, it 
vas found that the anomalies ?re both elliptically similar and suggest 
ring dyke structures. Their long axes are parallel and one end of the 
structure is similarly flattened in both cases.

Their magnetic profiles are also remarkably similar. In both, the magnetic 
profile is more pronounced over the north rim than over the south. Magnetic 
gradients and incidental relief are comparable. Both north ri'is are more 
broken up than the south rims. The Sudbury anomaly peaks higher in the 
south rim but Paleozoic cover over '-'anitoulin may influence thio factor. 
One of the major differences between the two structures is that the central 
plateau of the Manitoulin structure may be in rreater contrast to the surround 
ing area than the centra?, plateau of the Sudbury structure is to its surround 
ing area, but it is possible that this is only an apparent factor due to the 
stronger negative anomaly developed outside the Manitoulin structure. This 
latter may be due to the abnormally deep water of Lake Huron at that point 
(bedrock trough) - this being a local feature and not present at Sudbury.

By comparison the Manitoulin structure is smaller, 22 miles by 3 miles versus 
36 miles by 16 miles. Strikes and dips are parallel in both structures and 
character of rims are similar. Sudbury outcrops while Manitoulin is covered 
by Paleozoics.

Geophysics, followed by deep drilling seemed to be the next logical step and 
in order to do detailed geophysics, land acquisition vas considered necessary.

(c) ATTEMPTED LAi'.'D ACQUISITION

Through a real estate firm, landowners in areau of interest were approached 
to option their farms. A system vas worked out in detail for further immediate 
land acquisition should drilling turn up anything of interest. It became 
apparent that land owners were combining forces and soon they presented their 
demands "en bloc". Their demands were completely unrealistic and forced 
Carbide to look to that portion of the.1 anomaly under the water.
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(d) ACQUISITION OF SPECIAL LICENCE

i

In January 1970, the Province of Ontario, granted Union Carbide Exploration 
Corporation, Exploratory Licence of Occupation N'o Ik, 55U, consisting of 
6U,000 acres in the Bayfield Sound - Julia Bay area of the North Channel, 
from the shoreline north almost to the l*6th parallel and from Cape Robert 
east to Janet Head, (see Fig. 2)

The licence is granted for three years provided $lJOOO/year is paid and an 
added ̂ l.OO/acre/year is spent on exploratory work. Areas may be surrendered 
and costs reduced, but a minimum of i^25,0007year must be spent. Provision is 
made to grant Union Carbide Exploration a lease on areas required for mining, 
should ore be discovered.

(e) GROUND GEOPHYSICS

Initially it was proposed to carry out a pround magnetometer survey to verify 
the airborne vork and to locate precisely the high point of the anomaly in 
order to site a drill hole. Following the macnetomcter work it was calculated 
that the Paleozoic cover at the hir.h point of the anomaly was 1,000 feet thick 
- 150 feet. The second part of the program cal?cd for an Induced Polarization 
Survey in an attempt to locate disseminated sulphides. I.P. is the only avail 
able geophysical tool which would possibly penetrate 1,000 feet and locate 
sulphides beyoM that depth.

A test on a small trial area showed that at 1.000 feet there was a sharp and
appreciable drop-off in resistivity which inhibited penetration beyond that
depth. No sulphides were indicated a vove that dent'-.

(f) DIAfDND DRIIJ.IHG

A drill hole was sited to r?ri 11 into the high point of the ano-ialy. The 
intention was to drill fron the ice in the centre of the lake. Ordinarily 
a drill can sit on 15 inches of ice quite safely, but the gas blow out pre 
vention equipment required to comply with the req'.iirc~,cr.ts cf *-^; C'.".--iio 
Energy and Resources Manare.ment Branch, required 20 inches of ice to support 
it safely. In spite of several cold spoils, this thickness was never achieved. 
Attempts at artificially thickening the ice sheet were unsuccessful. Unusual 
conditions of heat transport also seem to exist in the waters of the bay. This 
lack of ice and consequent alteration of plans, accounts in part for the greatly 
increased costs. ;

An-alternative site eventually was chosen, over an equally attractive portion 
of the anomaly, but closer to :;hore - entirely surrounOed by water, but witlv 
only three feet of water depth. A thoujand foot of soft Paleozoic rock was,; 
quickly cored and the Precambrian granite was attainctl-nt 1,0 
dieted by geophysics. However a saline aquifer was, tupped. OQ i
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cambrian surface and because of its polutant nature, required irr.-nediate 
sealing off. Usual methods of cementing and plugging were attempted, 
but to no avail. After several expensive attempts it was necessary to 
put casing down the entire 1,03^ feet and cement it 10 feet into granite. 
This sarxe aquifer produced the highly anomalous water analyses (see sec 
tion (a), mentioned above.

HOLE # l ' '

After. Passing through the 1,000 foot thick layer of Paleozoic rocks 
the hole went into hard drilling granite porphyry of a slightly unusual, 
very attractive appearance: the porphyritic crystals of microcline are 
often greater than one inch in length. The groundmass is pink or grey 
and the rock seems to identically fit the description of the peripheral 
granite of the Croker Island Complex and the Creighton granite (the main 
granite outside the norite of the Sudbury Basin.) A very outstanding 
difference in our granite is that it is more magnetic and thus responsible 
for the magnetic rim of the Manitoulin Complex. The magnetic rim of the 
Sudbury Basin is caused by the norite.

Fine-grained granite dykes frequently cut the porphyritic granite and some 
minor diorite was also intersected. The porphyry continued to the bottom 
of the hole (2,012 feet) but was rapidly changing to darker color when the 
hole had to be abandoned due to on-shore ice movements shifting the entire 
setup. The changes in the porphyry (including crush and strain-features, 
which showed up in microscopic study) indicate we wero probably approaching 
the dioritic rocks subsequently cut in Hole j,L 2 , and which should project 
downwards to cut Hole II l at about that position.

Hole TT l , was disappointing inasmuch as it had to be abandoned before getting 
through the granitic phase. However we did prove that '.-.'e were dealing with 
a granitic igneous complex or a granitic phase of an igneous complex, and as 
in the Sudbury Complex, the rocks are very variable.

HOL

Hole II 2 was collared 900 feet further south, towards the outside of the 
structure. After passing through the Palcozoics, the aquifer again had to 
be cased. Granite porphyry occupied the top 275 feet of the hole. Below 
it was 550 feet of dioritic rock and belov that 700 feet of fine grained 
granite. At 2,500 feet the complex had not yet been completely cross sec 
tioned, thus the outer rim was not penetrated, but the hole showed insufficient 
encouragement to continue below 2,500 feet.

t

The drilling his given us no sulphides and no basic rocks of a type likely 
to carry nickel. If these holcn are totally characteristic of the complex 
then it is of no interest. However, "5ost oortion? of the Sudbury structure 
cross section could l,1 similarly drilled, with equally uninteresting results.
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(g) PETROGRAPHY

About three dozen thin sections were cut and studied, many of them involv 
ing rocks of porphyritic nature in which percentages were nearly impossible 
to calculate. The rock types of Hole # l, were deemed to be either granite 
porphyry or, in deeper sections, grandiorite. Even some dioritic sections 
were close to syenites.

It is interesting to note that most of the slides contained alteration 
minerals: sphene, apatite, zircon, chlorite. Noteable in hand specimens 
in places, is considerable blue opalescent quartz. Such quartz is not 
commonly encountered in field work, but it i s noteable in the guide books 
of the Sudbury area. The very high percentages of magnetite are anomalous.

CONCLUSIONS

The drilling and other work done to date, is as usual inconclusive. The 
possibility of a second Sudbury Pasin has not been ruled out. Two drill 
holes in a 50 mile perimeter is hardly a representative sample, but neither 
is there sufficient encouragement to spend more of our ovm money.

The drilling has proved the existence at this point in the oval shaped 
magnetic anomaly of an inward dipping layered intrusive body, mostly 
granitic but in local sections rrJC 1 ! more b^sic in composition.

The high heavy metal readings in the water sample fron the salire aquifer 
is a geochemical anomaly but is apparently exceptionally anomalous; 
1,000 x normal, for water readings, nickel is particularly high at 7 ppm. 
What is frustratin \ r ere is that ,.therc is no indication of distance or 
direction in v;h:ich t.o go to finMthe caused**" the anomaly, and no known 
method (other than mre drill hoFc^) with Wfjch tc find out.

The lack of basic rock and sulphides in the drill holes, and the unusually 
high amount of magnetite occurring in the granitic rocks is disappointing. 
There is sufficient magnetite present i" the top portion of the Basement 
Rocks to account for the anomaly. At Sudbury it.-tlf, the basic rock and 
sulphides are the causes of the anomaly. ^

The present anti-pollution reflations make .further lake drilling unattrac 
tive - some limited nuv.her of holes could be collared in shallow water - but 
because of the blow-out prevention equipment's extra weight, ice drillrrvj is 
not possible and the lake water is too dec;) for available platform drilling.

"Y." ' - \ - *!'.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of three thin^r, not connected to the original geological concept, 
no further work is recommended by Carbide alone.

1. The lack of definitive Polarization results - because 
of the great depth of cover and the presence of the 
saline aquifer - make it unlikely that a specific sul 
phide body could be pin pointed as a drill target.

2. The impossibility of ice drilling and the difficulty 
of tower drilling mean that only shallow water holes 
could be collared, so that even if encouragement were 
received in a third or fourth hole, holes in other 
areas of the Special Ticence would be teclinically 
very expensive or impossible. It would have to be 
very strong encouragement to justify land acquisition 
at present prices.

3. The cost of even two more holes, one north and one 
south of the present tvo holes, would be at least 
$85,000: this is considered far too large a slice 
of Union Carbide Canada's total explozation budget 
to be .justified on prest . evidence.

It is however, proposed that Ir.co or Falconbridge (or an oil company l)
be approached with the proposn.1 that they conic! earn a percentage interest
by spending $100,000 on the projec.t, i.e. tvo more holes.

Carbide are vulnerable in any such approach inasnuch as the Special Licence 
of Occupation expires in December 1970 or December 1971, and in any case 
covers only a s^iall portion of the v;ho]e anomaly.

M. L. Halladay

J. E. Kockimjham

\ P

TOKOl.TO, Ontario, Canhrla. n .,....~ . . \ C- 
August 20, 1970 - ,* '•••••-•' ' ,. v' v;
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SUMMARY OF KXPEKDITUP.E 1970

SPECIAL LICENCE NO.

LAKE HUKON, ONTARIO

SALARIES Field Geologist
TRAVEL Field Geologist

Food & Board (Longyear Invoice) 1,79^.03 v

Geophysics Barringer Research
Magnetic Survey, I.P. Survey

DRILLING 

Longyear Invoices

February 1970-3,533-20
February 23,839-88
March 1,837.50
March l8,927.2U
April 3,310.02
May 220.00
May 26,795.58
June 10,801.35
June 6,968.07

96,232.8U

Consulting J.B. Bonivell
Assays Thin Sections, Petrolopical Studies
Miscellaneous Items

Overheads 20^, of above

Breakdown
Moving site, Prep. etc.
Casing, Cementing etc.
Drilling
Miscellaneous
Board

21,522.83
29.Ull.17
U2.U71.10
1,033-71
1.79U.03 V

u,019.00
1,980.00

9)130.00

96,232.8U

590.27
368.00
262.U7

22,536.6U

135,099-22

Thin is to certify that the above expenditures have been puid as stated.

G. A. Kelly
Manager Accounting
Un'on Carbide Cp.nad.i Ltd.
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APPENDIX

COSTS

Comments on the drilling costs are called for inasmuch as the expenditure 
has been far in excess of estimates.

The actual drilling costs amount to $U2,500 (rounded). This is as per 
contract. The cost of cementing, casing and removing the surface casings 
amounted to $30,00^, which included reaming and ^asin^ in both holes down 
to 1,000 feet to ceal off the saline water vhi'ti was under sufficient 
pressure to flow to surface. In Hole # I, considerable time and money was 
spent attempting to cement this aquifer -,-ithout casing. However the pressure 
was too great for the plug to hold. Ir. Hole j} 2 , casing was used immediately.

The worst overrun was in site preparation, drill set ups, moving and tearing 
down. A great portion of this ^23,500 was expended in attempting to make 
ice at the original site, setting up nost of the equipment and subsequently 
moving to the shallow water site for # l Hole. One tractor was lost through 
the ice. Plugging the holes with cement and blasting the casing to conform 
to requirements is included here. Ice pressure during breakup also forced 
a delay and an unforseen double rr.ove .

Costs got out of hand when the two proposed sites on ice in the centre of 
the lake were not tenable because of the extra heavy Blowout Prevention 
equipment. Without b e in 7. able to ~! et up on the ice, the project became too 
costly. Since no gas or oil was encountered in either hole the Blowout 
Prevention equipment could be dispensed with with reasonable safety but 
politically this subject is probably too hot for this to be possible.
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ELIZABETH BAY, MANITOULIN ISLAND, ONTARIO.
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ELIZABETH DAY, MANITOULIN ISLAND, ONTARIO,
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ELIZABETH BAY, MANITOULIN ISLAND, ONTARIO.
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JULIA BAY

BARRIE ISLAND

BAYFIELD SOUND

South Shtxe Line located here
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Cope Robert

H A N N E L

ROBINSON TWR

LAKE HURON

SHESHEGWANING
INDIAN

RESERVE
No 20
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Julia Boy

ISLANDBARRIE

GORDON TWP.

Bayfield Sound
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Helen Bay

BURPEE TWP
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a

BARRIE ISLAND
DISTRICT OF MANITOU! IN 
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OCTOBER 14. 1969
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